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Life is strange 2 walkthrough episode 2



FacebookTwitterLinkedInRedditEmail Life is Strange 2 Episode 2, Rules, is out now, and we have a useful guide that will earn you all the Collectibles, Achievements or Trophies in the episode. Episode 1 | Episode 2 | Episode 3 | Episode 4 | Episode 5 We've put it all together in one video below, with
details chronologically listed below that. Enjoy! Spoiler warning - we tried to cut as much as we could, but for some context, light spoilers are down. Collectible 1: Look at the tree behind the two-headed snowman before entering the cabin. (Chapter: Young Apprentice) Collectible 2: While doing chores at
Stephen and Claire's house. When you can use the model train set, follow certain steps below. (Chapter: The Gingerbread House) Set the rightmost switch to the right Refill the coal Set the switch right to front Send the train through the right tunnel Speed up the train (RB on Xbox) and send it through the
same tunnel Stop the train and check it Collectible 3: Check the snowman at the back of Chris's house. (Chapter: Bending Laws) Collectible 4: You get this from classifying heroes and villains - the insect men and the shark car are the only bandits. (Chapter: Bending Laws) Sketch opportunity: On the
Christmas tree lot, go to the picnic benches. (Chapter: Christmas Spirit) Collectible 5: In the Christmas tree lot, listen to the guitar singer, then talk to her twice and wait for her to leave. Check the tree where she was. (Chapter: Christmas Spirit) Collectible 6: In Karen's office, make the CD Player work and
check inside it. (Chapter: Screeching Tires) Life is Strange 2 is now available on Windows Pc, Xbox One and PS4. FacebookTwitterLinkedInRedditEmail Next Episode 2 Step by Step Chapter III - Holidays, Holidays and... Prev Episode 2 Step Step Chapter I - Young Apprentice After a long cutting scene,
we take control of Sean again. Ring the bell by clicking on it. Do it twice. After that, the boys will enter the house. Look around a bit while the grandparents are chatting in another room (no need to listen to the grandparents, they will come back to you soon!). Have some dialogues and then the game will
jump forward a week. Go have breakfast, you can dress up in your clothes lying next to the bed. You can also use the sink to clean before falling. Now you're ready for breakfast. Go to the kitchen and go to grandma sitting at the table - choose Join breakfast. You can remove flakes from the countertop in
the kitchen, the sofa book in front of the TV and the table board game in the living room next to the kitchen. You can also draw a sketch sitting on the couch. Our current task is to ask Stephen for the key. Go towards the big TV, pass the aquarium on the right and enter the room on the right. Grandpa asks
us to bring the glue from the closet. Go there and click Search. Time for another Related to the story: Hide the secret or Tell the Truth. Whatever your choice, choose, offers to keep this conversation between you and him. We got the key. Get out of the room, you have claire's job to do the laundry. Call
Daniel to help - he wants to play hide-and-seek. You find him (in fact, he finds you) in the bathroom - approach the bathtub and interact with the curtain. While you're in the bathroom, get Dirty Linen out of the laundry basket. To do laundry, go down, go left and go for the first entrance on the right. A Light
Switch is to the right of the input - click LMB to Connect. Go to the washing machine and press the Wash button. Go outside the balcony door in the living room with the TV. Go to the pantry shown in the screenshot. Interact with him. Watch a cut scene after which you have to make a choice - Remember
the rules or Admit it. The brothers talk to each other for a while, so we moved in the next morning. Next Episode 2 Step Step Chapter III - Holidays, Holidays and... Prev Episode 2 Step Step Chapter I - Young ApprenticeS Comments Share This article is about Life is Strange 2. For information about Life
is Strange, see here. For information on before the storm, see here. Choices and Consequences are one of the main gameplay elements in Life is Strange 2. The protagonist Sean Diaz is presented with different choices in the form of available action or dialogue options and optional interactions, which
can stop the scene and freeze time if it is an important choice. After a choice is made, one or two wolf symbols will appear in the lower right corner, depending on whether the choice impacts Sean, his brother Daniel Diaz, or both. The choices made during the episode, along with comparations with friends
and global statistics on choices made will be revealed to the player at the end of each episode. The associated consequences will often be revealed later in it or in subsequent episodes. Episode One - Sean Chock-O-Crisp Roads Give the Chock-O-Crisp to Daniel Episode 1 Daniel will be glad he has the
bar. If Sean knocks on Daniel's bedroom door, the younger brother will thank Sean for what he did. In the woods, if Sean stole Chock-O-Crisp from the parked car, Daniel will be willing to share the bar with Sean. Give the Chock-O-Crisp to Esteban Episode 1 Esteban will deliver the bar to Daniel. If Sean
knocks on Daniel's bedroom door, his younger brother will remind Sean of what he did. In the woods, if Sean stole Chock-O-Crisp from the parked car, Daniel will ask if Sean wants a piece of the bar, but he's going to eat it all anyway. Keep the Chock-O-Crisp to yourself Episode 1 Esteban and Daniel will
be surprised by Sean's decision. If Sean knocks on Daniel's bedroom door, his younger brother will remind Sean of what he did. In the woods, if Sean stole Chock-O-Crisp from the parked car, Daniel will ask if Sean wants a piece of the bar, but he's going to eat it all anyway. The lie Esteban for Esteban
Episode 1 Esteban gives Sean $20 and scolds him for lying. Episode 4 In Em dream, Esteban will mention it. Tell Esteban Episode 1 Esteban $40 and thank you for being honest. Episode 4 In Sean's dream, Esteban will mention it. Embracing Esteban Hug Esteban Episode 1 Esteban will hug Sean and
tell him to be careful. Episode 4 In Sean's dream, Esteban will mention it. Refuse the Episode 1 hug Sean will regret to Brody later that he didn't get a chance to hug his father the last time he saw him. Episode 4 In Sean's dream, Esteban will mention it. Jar Money Stealing Money from the Episode 1 sean
pot will have an additional $10 for later in the game. This won't help daniel being inclined to steal, but it may have other consequences in a future episode. (Sean will have $20.30 or $40.30 to spend during the episode, depending on whether he told Esteban the truth.) Do not take money from the pot
episode 1 Sean will not win any additional money at the beginning of the game. (Sean will have $10.30 or $30.30 to spend during the episode, depending on whether he told Esteban the truth.) Put some money in the Episode 1 pot Sean will have $10 less for later in the game. (Sean will have $0.30 or
$20.30 to spend during the episode, depending on whether he told Esteban the truth.) Discussion with Brett Confront Brett Episode 1 Before arriving at the gas station, Daniel will thank Sean for defending him. Question Daniel Episode 1 Before arriving at the gas station, Daniel will scold Sean for never
believing him, using the brett incident as an example. Stolen parking theft in the parking lot Episode 1 Contributes 2 points to know if Daniel will steal from Brody later in the episode (3 or more points needed). Both points are earned even if only one of the two actions is taken. Sean can reach through a
car window to steal a Chock-O-Crisp, and/or he can break a safe with a stone (there is nothing inside). If Chock-O-Crisp was robbed, Daniel's going to leave Chock-O-Crisp to eat that night. He offers to share it with Sean, but if Sean kept the Chock-O-Crisp to himself or let Esteban decide early in the
game, he'll eat the whole thing anyway as revenge. Sean will promise to get him a Chock-O-Crisp later after Daniel wishes to have another. Episode 2 Helps to know if Daniel will steal from Chris. Not stole in the parking episode 1 Sean will promise to get a Chock-O-Crisp for him later. Daniel will regret
not having one that night. Californian family Send Daniel to beg for food Episode 1 Daniel will earn some chips, contributing to the amount of nutritious food he will eat at the end of the scene. Begging will make Doris Stamper more suspicious of her brothers. This increases the likelihood that Sean will refer
to Doris as a nosey bitch in his sketchbook. Beg for food even Episode 1 It is possible to succeed or stop getting food, dialogue options chosen. If Sean fails, he won't be able to try again. To succeed, Sean must choose two of the other three. Three. options presented and not anger of the father or make
the siblings appear suspicious during these conversations. Secondly, he should also clean in the bathroom before talking to them. The easiest way to succeed is to choose the Happy Halloween option! and then good time, during this conversation say Not so bad and then beg for food without asking
Visitation? because this presents a high risk of failure. Begging will make Doris Stamper more suspicious of her brothers. If Sean succeeds, this will contribute to the amount of nutritious food the brothers will eat at the end of the scene. This increases the likelihood that Sean will refer to Doris as a nosey
bitch in his sketchbook. Don't beg for food Episode 1 Doris Stamper won't accuse the brothers of bothering their customers if they talk to her. If Sean showed up in the bathroom before talking to her, which means she also doesn't comment on her appearance, he'll mention she was fine... almost cool in his
drawing notebook. However, if we're camping /roadtrip, with our dad and went hiking options are chosen, he'll call her nosey again for not believing this story. Bear Station Steal from the Gas Station Episode 1 Contributes 1 point per item to know if Daniel will steal from Brody (3 or more points needed).
Episode 2 Helps to know if Daniel will steal from Chris. Steal while Daniel distracts Doris Episode 1 Contributes 1 point per item to know if Daniel will steal brody (3 or more needed). Episode 2 Helps to know if Daniel will steal from Chris. Do not steal anything from the gas station Episode 1 Sean will not
set a bad example for Daniel. If Sean didn't buy something, Hank won't check if they're thieves, but he'll attack them anyway. Reaction to Hank Stamper addressing Sean This choice does not seem to have an immediate consequence, as all options will result in Sean being kidnapped and Daniel fleeing.
Discuss Episode 1 After a brief discussion, Hank tries to drag Sean inside. Daniel tries to help Sean free, but Hank knocks Daniel to the ground. Sean is then knocked out by Hank while Daniel manages to get up and run away. Escape episode 1 Daniel is told to run, and he will run away without getting
involved. Sean is knocked out by Hank. Attack Episode 1 Sean will punch Hank, who will strike back (knocking out Sean unconscious). Daniel will witness Sean's violence and flee after Sean is knocked out. Fleeing the Hit Hank gas station and stealing the Camping Equipment Episode 1 this will ensure
that Daniel steals a toy from Brody (this statistically contributes 3 points needed for Daniel to steal) regardless of his past choices that contribute to it. Sean can boast of hitting Brody in the ass if the Total Fucking Dickhead dialogue option is chosen, for which Brody will express disapproval of Sean's
actions. Episode 2 Daniel will wear the raccoon suéter that Sean stole. The daniel's will be will be Sean's tent stole. Daniel will be more aggressive throughout the episode. He's going to defigure a family photo in the fridge of the Abandoned Hut. He will exclaim that he has the right to learn about Karen in
the discussion with Claire, and loudly exclaim that she lied if certain dialogue options are chosen. Daniel will call Claire an old purse if she tells her to be quiet in the backyard. The newspaper headline in the booth will be LOCAL HERO ATTACKED BY FUGITIVES IN THE STORE INVASION and the
article will emphasize Hank's fear. Daniel will be less likely to listen to Sean when asked to tidy up his room or tell Chris the truth. Claire will notice that the police have charged Sean and Daniel with assault and robbery, as well as murder. Daniel will steal an underwater toy from Chris' bathroom if Sean
doesn't scold him for stealing brody in the previous episode. Episode 3 Sean and Daniel will sleep in the bear station tent, the brothers can be assumed to be using sleeping bags lent to them by Finn's group, however, if Sean brought the sleeping bag at the Bear Station he himself is wearing it, while
Daniel will always have a new sleeping bag. If Sean is not drunk at the stake, he will be able to tell the group about how they beat Hank for kidnapping them. The group, especially Penny, will approve of this. Daniel will direct his anger at Cassidy, assuming she followed Sean to stop Finn and Daniel.
Daniel will wear his raccoon suter during the robbery. Episode 4 At Lisbeth's house, Sean can take the raccoon suéter out of the closet in Daniel's room. Episode 5 Officer Patrick Campbell will mention the robbery and robbery while listing Sean's charges in the El Rey Police Department. Run away with
Daniel Episode 1 Sean won't set a bad example for Daniel. Episode 2 Daniel will wear a long-sleeved yellow shirt found in the Abandoned Cabin. Daniel's lair will be made of a canvas. The newspaper's headline in the booth will be THE OWNER OF THE GAS STATION CONFRONTS FUGITIVES and the
article will emphasize Hank's supposed desire to help them if Sean doesn't steal. Daniel won't disfigure the photo in the fridge of the Abandoned Hut or be rude to Claire. Episode 3 Sean and Daniel will stay in a spare tent that Finn's group lent them, this also includes a pair of sleeping bags that the
brothers wear. The sleeping bag that Sean wears is identical to the one he can buy at the Bear Station where Daniel slept, it can be assumed that in this situation Daniel got a new bag and Sean started using what he brought instead of asking for a second. If Sean is not drunk at the stake, he will have the
option to tell the group how they fled Hank after escaping. The group will be a little disappointed that Sean didn't use the chance to get even. Daniel will wear the yellow shirt he found in the abandoned house during the robbery. Episode 4 Since Daniel never received the raccoon's family, the yellow suter
will be in Daniel's closet at Lisbeth's house. 5 Officer Patrick Campbell will not mention the robbery or robbery when listing Sean's charges with the El Rey Police Department. Calling Lyla Park call Lyla back Episode 1 Lyla will say that she is worried sick and has not been able to sleep since Sean left.
She'll say she knows he's innocent and asks him to come back, which he refuses. Sean will say that this is the last time they will talk to each other, and Lyla will respond by referencing the dialogue option Sean chose at the beginning of the game when asked if they would always be friends. Sean then
hangs up, watches a family Christmas video on the phone, and then plays on the porch. Episode 2 If Sean enters his social media account, he will see Lyla defending him on his page and posting about the legal system being unfair on his own page. If Sean calls Lyla, she'll answer the phone and confess
to taking sleeping pills to deal with stress. Episode 5 Lyla's Facebook page will show that she is passionate about civil rights. Lyla will appear at Sean's release at the end of redemption, giving him a hug. (It's not effective if you called it a second time in Episode 2 or not.) Don't call Lyla in episode 1, Sean
will watch a family Christmas video on the phone and then throw it from the balcony. Episode 2 If Sean logs into your social media account, Lyla won't appear on your page. Lyla's page will be full of wishes and an accusation that she is cray cray. If Sean calls Lyla, her mother will answer the phone and
explain that she is in a clinic in Bellevue at least next month due to severe depression. Sean can choose between telling Lyla's mother who he is or pretending to be Lyla's friend Adam; Anyway, Lyla's mother resents Sean and Daniel and hopes they never return to Seattle. Episode 5 If Sean doesn't call
Lyla in episode 2, her Facebook page will be supportive about mental health. If Sean doesn't call Lyla in episode 2, she won't appear at the end of redemption. Promise Promise Daniel that you won't lie to him again Episode 1 Daniel will settle for the promise, but it could have future repercussions if there
is something Sean needs to lie to him in the future. Episode 5 Daniel will state that he promises to remain true to himself and remember who he is during Sean's speech before the final choice. Let's say you'll try to be honest Episode 1 Daniel will argue with Sean, who will tell you that he may still need to
be protected from the truth in the future. Daniel will then accept this result, but may be less willing to trust Sean on his word in the future. Episode 5 Daniel will claim that he hates promises during Sean's speech before daniel trail-blazing daniel's final choice learned about the trail caused by: Sean showing
Daniel one of the trail fires in the woods. Episode 1 Daniel will occasionally point to a forest fire. Daniel didn't learn about the trail caused Sean never showed Daniel the flames of the trail. Episode 1 1 will periodically ask what the flames of the trail are. Daniel and the Daniel Tree Trunk fell and got dirty
Caused by: Sean did not help Daniel on the trunk in the forest. Episode 1 This will help Daniel get angry and refuse optional activities at the camp. Daniel's shirt and pants will remain dirty throughout the episode. Doris Stamper will later comment on how he looks like he went through a landslide if she is
spoken to, to which Sean will reply that they have been walking and dropped several 1 and more. Daniel did not fall into the forest Caused by: Sean helped Daniel to the river camp. Episode 1 Daniel won't get dirty. Forest Camp Daniel built a fort in the forest Caused by: Sean telling Daniel to fortify the
camp while he collects wood. Episode 1 Daniel will create spikes and a rack of weapons (if given enough time), as well as ask for help to push a heavy log into place. Daniel fetched wood for the fire Caused by: Sean telling Daniel to collect shit for a fire. Episode 1 Allows the wooden race to take place.
Wood Race Daniel won the wooden race Caused by: Sean telling Daniel to help collect firewood, and being slower than Daniel in collecting three logs. Episode 1 Daniel is glad he won and boasts about it. Daniel missed the wooden race caused by: Sean telling Daniel to help collect firewood, and being
faster than Daniel in collecting three logs. Episode 1 Daniel accuses Sean of cheating with longer legs. While Daniel seems annoyed by the result, it doesn't count for him to get angry and pout over the fire. Daniel did not make the wooden run caused by: Not telling Daniel to help collect firewood. Episode
1 Daniel built a fort instead of collecting wood. Jumping rocks Daniel learned to jump stones Caused by: Interacting with Daniel when he is trying to jump rocks, or jumping rocks yourself, and encouraging him four times to keep trying. Episode 1 Sean carries a stone in his bag as a souvenir. Sean refers to
jumping rocks while teaching Daniel how to use the claw game at Bear Station. Episode 3 Daniel will notice that he is better at jumping rocks on his own now. Daniel did not learn to jump stones Caused by: Losing the interaction, or not encouraging Daniel enough during the interaction. Episode 1 Sean
and Daniel will lose an optional inventory item (The Perfect Pebble), and Sean will not refer to jumping rocks by encouraging Daniel into the claw game. Episode 3 Daniel will notice that Sean never taught him how to jump rocks. Daniel Daniel's humor was angry at you in the forest Caused by: Sean
disturbing Daniel several times in the woods. Daniel will be upset with Sean if he performs any of the following two actions in the woods: Run away and leave Daniel behind while he is hiding in a hide &amp; seek game telling Daniel that the is full of animals with claws and fangs (This will also give you
nightmares.) Refusing to help Daniel on the record on the way to camp (this will also make him dirty.) dirty.) Daniel to eat poisonous fruits (This will also make you sick.) Sneezing Daniel at the fishing spot near the camp. Scaring Daniel with the spider's web at camp. Playing as Daniel's opponent in the
stick fight in camp. The following actions DO NOT count, although Daniel may act angry in response: Refusing to play Hide &amp; Seek. Refusing to allow Daniel to eat fruit. Making Daniel use the bathroom at the entrance to the woods. Sneaking around Daniel and scaring him while he's hiding to jump
out at Sean. Win the Wooden Race by refusing to teach Daniel how to jump rocks. Refusing to join Daniel for a moment of calm. Running away from Daniel unless it's during the game Hide &amp; Seek. Episode 1 Daniel pouts the fire pit, forcing you to skip some optional dialogue and a Moment of Calm.
This will make the rock jumping event and collectible fishing lure unreachable unless you restart from a previous checkpoint or rescue. Daniel was not angry caused by: Avoiding bad and negligent behavior in the forest. It's good to tell Daniel not in the woods, even if he seems annoyed by that answer.
Negligence and banter are what make you upset. Episode 1 Daniel will sit on top of the rock at the end of the day, and Sean can choose to watch clouds together. Daniel's Night Daniel had an ok night caused by: None of the other two conditions being met. For this particular statistic, it doesn't matter if
Daniel went to bed upset with Sean or had to urinate in the middle of the night. Episode 1 After Daniel wakes up to a nightmare about his father, Sean will easily be able to comfort him and make him go back to sleep. Daniel will be optimistic as the pair walk to Bear Station. Daniel became ill with the
berries caused by: There are two specific bushes that will make Daniel sick. One of them is in the Picnic Area next to the wildlife poster, and one is on the path that the brothers must take to go to the campnear the edge that should be jumped down. For both bushes, Sean will have an extra dialogue
asking him to confirm that it's okay to eat them, even though Daniel has already been given the ok to eat the healthy blackberry bushes elsewhere. To avoid making Daniel sick, always select, Hold On, and Sean will taste the fruits, so tell Daniel no if they are not good. Sean can't get sick from eating the
fruit. Note that this result nullifies the result in which Daniel is afraid of his stories if the conditions for both results are met. Episode 1 Daniel vomits after having a nightmare about his father. Daniel's going to complain about the forest being awful in the morning. Episode 2 If Sean takes a harsher tone on
Daniel not liking ravioli, Sean will ask Daniel if he wants to eat fruit again. Daniel was afraid of his and had nightmares caused by: Sean telling Daniel that there are things with claws in the forest when discussing the wildlife poster, and/or Sean saying that there are werewolves when asked before bed.
Note that if you you're sick of berries, you won't see this result. Episode 1 After Daniel wakes up to a nightmare about his father, he won't be able to go back to sleep easily because he's afraid of the stories Sean told. He will be pessimistic in the morning as the pair walk to Bear Station. Daniel and the
Daniel family had to beg for food caused by: Sean orders Daniel to beg for family food. Episode 1 Daniel will complain about it if he asks to distract Doris. Doris will ask if the brothers are bothering their clients if they talk to her. Daniel didn't have to beg for: Daniel wasn't sent to beg for california family
food. Episode 1 Doris won't ask if the brothers are bothering their customers if none of them begged for food. Daniel and Doris Daniel distracted Doris Caused by: If Sean tries to steal more than one item from Bear Station, Doris will begin watching him. To steal more items, he can ask Daniel to distract
Doris for him. Episode 1 Contributes to Daniel stealing brody. Episode 2 Helps to know if Daniel will steal from Chris. Daniel does not distract Doris Caused by: Sean did not ask Daniel to distract Doris. If Sean steals while Daniel is having a conversation with Doris of his own free will, he won't count
towards this condition. Episode 1 Sean did not set a bad example for Daniel. Daniel's Hunger Daniel had enough to eat Caused by: Getting at least two of the following: French Fries, Sliced Bread, Hot Dog, Mac &amp; Cheese. Drinks, water, sweets and apple leftovers do NOT count. Episode 1 Daniel
will comment on how much there is to eat. Daniel did not eat enough Caused by: Do not gather enough nutritious food to eat before checking the map. Episode 1 Daniel will complain about the lack of food or comment on how they are eating leftovers from strangers, to which Sean will respond that they
don't have enough money. Power Bear Daniel won a power bear toy caused by: Daniel playing the claw game at the gas station shop three times, or Sean winning the claw game. Episode 1 The Power Bear toy will be sitting on the bed in the motel room, and Daniel will occasionally play with it. Episode 2
The Power Bear toy will be seen in sean's cabin and Daniel are crouching inside Sean expresses relief at having run out of batteries. Daniel will tell Chris that he has a Chibi Power Bear when he first met him. Episode 4 Chad will take Sean's toy to insult him, and can be broken if Sean tries to force him
back. Episode 5 If Chad didn't break the toy, then he will appear in the finales of Blood Brothers and Lone Wolf. Daniel did not get a power bear toy caused by: Not interacting, or losing to, the game of claws in the gas station store. Episode 1 The Power Bear toy will be absent from the motel room.
Episode 2 Daniel won't have the toy in the cabin. Daniel didn't to Chris that he has a powerful Bear. Daniel and Brody Daniel stole something from Brody Caused by: by: steal from the car in the woods and the shop, or simply steal the tent. Episode 1 At the motel, Daniel will put a toy he stole from Brody at
the bedside after Sean examines something. He may be confronted about the toy, to which he can be told that stealing is wrong or be careful next time. Episode 2 Depending on Sean's response to Daniel stealing the toy in Episode 1, Brody's toy can be found in Sean's or Daniel's backpack. If Sean
agrees to the behavior or does not confront Daniel about Brody's toy in episode 1, Daniel will place the toy on the bedside table in the Reynolds' guest room. If Sean agrees to the behavior or doesn't confront Daniel about Brody's toy, Daniel will steal Chris' submarine. Episode 5 The hula girl will appear at
the end of the Blood Brothers. Daniel didn't steal anything caused by: Sean set a good example for Daniel for not stealing from anyone. Episode 1 Daniel won't steal anything from Brody's car. Episode 2 Daniel won't steal Chris' submarine. Untracked Some choices are not tracked on the choices screen,
but there are still consequences for these actions. Sean's packaging has several options for what he packs for the party, which affect Sean and Daniel on the road. Soda When examining the soda at night, Sean will be happy to have brought so so daniel could have a sugar rush. Beer When examining
the beer at night, Sean will berate himself for not packing an item more suitable for survival. In the motel room while Sean showers, Daniel will call the condom disgusting when he finds it in his new bag. Otherwise, he'll comment that he thinks it's cool to have Sean's purse. Forest bathroom When Sean
asks Daniel if he needs to use the bathroom, Daniel will refuse because the bathroom is disgusting. Sean can say it's good to urinate in the woods or insist that Daniel use the bathroom there because it's safer. Daniel used the bathroom. Daniel doesn't go into the woods alone at night to pee and come
back scared. Daniel didn't use the bathroom. Daniel will need to urinate before sleeping in the camp, causing him to go into the woods alone and come back scared. It will reference furry creatures or large bears, depending on Sean's choice when showing him the Nature Poster. Mustard Party If Sean
looks at the phone while sitting at the stake, Daniel will ask to throw it at him. Because the phone is not required for anything before it is recharged, no matter which option is chosen. Daniel played Mustard Party. Episode 1 The phone battery will die while Daniel is using it. Episode 2 At The Christmas
Market, Daniel will tell Chris that he almost hit his high score a few weeks ago, but Sean's phone died. Daniel didn't play Mustard Party. Episode 1 Sean will receive a text message from Lyla as she approaches Bear Station. The phone battery will die if Sean read his text, but he will be able to read it later
at the Motel Three Seals if desired. Episode 2 At The Christmas Market, Daniel Daniel has an extra line of dialogue when he and Chris talk about Mustard Party. Washing The gas station has an external bathroom where Sean and Daniel can wash before entering the store. The consequences for this only
affect the scene itself. Without washing When talking to the family, the father will cut Sean after a dialog tree option and end the conversation. Doris will be more curt when addressing Daniel's varied sandboxing interactions. Washed Sean will be able to talk to the family without being cut. Doris will be
sweeter as she approaches Daniel's varied sandboxing interactions. Education Events Certain events or optional choices will change Sean's or Daniel's character throughout the game. When these events are triggered, a wolf icon will be shown indicating that the player has made a significant choice, but
they appear to have no significant consequences or will be tracked on the stats screen at the end of the episode. Both Sean and Daniel have education events that affect them alone. Sean Events - Episode One Sean can practice talking to girls in the bathroom mirror at the Diaz house. The only
immediate effect is that Lyla will comment that she has been practicing. Sean can persuade Doris Stamper not to suspect her brothers or make her even more suspicious. To successfully persuade her, Sean will need to have previously seen the road sign for Tacoma Campground and then lie to Doris
that the brothers are camping there with his father and he is waiting in the car. If Sean was washed in the bathroom and doesn't beg for Californian family food beforehand, he'll have an easier time. Sean can beg for Californian family food and succeed or fail. To succeed: First, wash in the bathroom. Then
run to the sign for Tacoma Rock Campground in front of the Stampers' house south of the gas station and examine it. Then talk to the Californian family and choose the dialogue options in this order: 1) Happy Halloween! 2) Good weather. 3) We're camping. 4) Order food. The solution is to introduce the
family to Daniel and make them think you're homeless. Happy Halloween! it's a sassy way to make them notice Daniel and hear that he's nine. 'Nice Weather/We're camping' will make them think you live in Tacoma Rock and came to shop. Say, Visiting? will stop him from getting food from them, as Sean
will say he's from Seattle. Sean can answer: You kidnapped me! to Hank Stamper right after he wakes up in the back room of Bear Station. Hank Stamper will kick Sean, leaving a bloody nose. The other conversation option, It hurts... has no effect on Sean. When Daniel leaves the motel, he won't be so
angry if Sean says the shooting was an accident and he was scared. If Sean told Brody it was the cop's fault, he'll tell Daniel the accident was his fault. If Sean told Brody it was his fault, he'll tell Daniel the accident was the police. Fault. Daniel Events - Episode One After seeing the car in the forest
parking lot, Sean can promise Daniel to give him a Chock-O-Crisp. If he doesn't keep his promise at Bear Station, Daniel will be upset by the broken promise. Sean can play Hide &amp; Seek with Daniel or refuse to play. Completing the game by asking Daniel to leave after some time elapsed is good.
Completing the game by running so far that Daniel gets scared is not and will contribute to him getting upset with Sean in camp. Sean can choose to accept or decline Mushroom when he first finds it at Bear Station. Although it is not possible to take Mushroom at this time, the response affects Daniel in
some way, but does not affect any dialogue in Brody's car. Although it is also possible to refuse Mushroom again in Brody's car and say that 'Mushroom' is a garbage name, no dialog option displays the small wolf icon indicating that it affected Daniel. Mushroom is required to win the game and will be
adopted by Daniel no matter what Sean decides when he is given an option. After the Californian family leaves, Sean can dig up the trash to find an apple left over. When handcuffed in the back room of Bear Station, Sean can ask Daniel to tear up the vent. He's going to fail and get hurt. This has no
cosmetic effect on your character model, but displays the little wolf indicating that it affected you. Asking Daniel to pull out the vent is not necessary to escape. In the first choice of dialogue in Brody's car, Sean can answer, Total Fucking Dickhead, and brag about hitting Hank in the ass. Only that answer
has some effect on Daniel. Sean and Daniel can hear a woman moaning outside room 14 at the Three Seals Motel, sparking a conversation between them. Sean can tell that they are having sex or that it's probably just the TV. Both options will affect Daniel. However, if you let the dialog box come out,
you can avoid choosing between ruining your innocence and lying to him. Sean can put towels in the bathroom for Daniel. Daniel will be dry anyway when he's seen. Sean can add soap in the tub for Daniel. If he doesn't, he'll give Daniel permission to use as much as he wants, and Daniel's idle dialogue
after he gets in the tub can include, Oops, plenty of soap! Episode Two – Sean Snowball Rules Throw Correctly Episode 2 Daniel won't be able to stop it for the first time, but after the second release, he'll stop it on the air. Play in Daniel Episode 2 Daniel will be knocked off from the impact of the snowball
and will yell at Sean for hitting him. If played on Daniel twice, he will use his powers to throw him in Sean's face. Play in Mushroom Episode 2 Daniel will stop the snowball with his powers and get angry with Sean. Mushroom will run away in fear. Play in Daniel and Mushroom Episode 2 Daniel will be
knocked down and get and when Sean throws the snowball at Mushroom, Daniel will stop him with his powers. If played on Daniel twice, he will use his powers to in Sean's face. The Cougar Intervene Episode 2 Sean will scare the cougar. Sean and Daniel are unable to bury Mushroom's body, but they
will still make it a grave. Episode 3 If Sean is not drunk at the stake he will have the option to tell the group about how the couster killed Mushroom, but they were able to scare him. Finn and the rest of the group will express sympathy for the loss of the brothers. It helps Daniel not try to suffocate Cassidy if
she and Sean end up trying to stop the robbery. Do not interfere in episode 2 Daniel will break the neck of the coucloth using his power and be horrified by his actions. Sean and Daniel are able to bury Mushroom's body. Episode 3 If Sean is not drunk at the stake he will have the option of telling the group
about how they killed the coup, Finn seems to slightly disapprove of the action, but it does not affect his long-term relationship with him. Contributes to Daniel trying to suffocate Cassidy if you don't agree to the robbery. Praying everyone to get this result, tell Daniel that the sky is real in Mushroom's tomb
and then agree to pray with Claire. Episode 2 Sean, Daniel and Claire will hold hands and pray. Episode 3 After Jacob explains how he lost faith, Daniel will empathize with him. Daniel and Claire pray to get this result, tell Daniel that the sky is real in Cogumelo's tomb and then refuse to pray with Claire.
Episode 2 Daniel and Claire will hold hands and pray. Episode 3 After Jacob explains how he lost faith, Daniel will empathize with him. Claire prays alone to get this result, tell Daniel that the sky is imaginary in Mushroom's tomb and then apologize to Claire after Daniel tells her that Sean said heaven is
imaginary. Episode 2 Claire will pray alone while Sean and Daniel respectfully watch. Episode 3 After Jacob explains how he lost faith, Daniel will say that he doesn't believe in this sort of thing. No one prays to get this result, tell Daniel that the sky is imaginary in Mushroom's tomb and then say: We never
pray. to Claire after Daniel tells her that Sean said heaven is imaginary. Episode 2 Claire will be offended and will leave. During the discussion with Claire, she will mention blasphemy among the things she put up with. Episode 3 After Jacob explains how he lost faith, Daniel will say that he doesn't believe
in this sort of thing. Trusting Stephen Tell the Truth Episode 2 Sean confides to Stephen about Daniel's power. Stephen tells Sean not to say anything to Claire. Lie Episode 2 Sean pretends he doesn't know what Stephen is talking about. Stephen tells Sean not to say anything to Claire. Prerequisites:
Sean must pack at least 2 of the 4 items around the house. Episode 2 When Claire goes out to run errands, she will recognize Sean has done chores and say that he is free to continue tidying up. Claire will leave a PSS on her note thanking Sean and Daniel for packing up. Don't Help Episode 2 If Sean
Yet helped with the chores, Claire will suggest to him she leaves the house to run errands. Sean can still help with the tasks after this dialog. Claire will leave a note that the boys should avoid the grossinge because she just fixed the house. Remembering Daniel Daniel's Remind of The Rules Episode 2
Sean will remind Daniel not to use his powers in front of other people. Tell Daniel that he did the right thing episode 2 contributes to Daniel being encouraged to use his powers. Stephen's laptop uses Stephen's laptop episode 2 Sean can check the news. He'll see a lot of articles about the Seattle
shooting. He'll see conspiracy theories surrounding the brothers. Sean can visit Brody's blog. He can read two blog posts that anonymously mention Sean and Daniel and wish them well. He can read some older blog posts about naked people who just want to live normal lives. Sean can log in to your
social media account. Several people Sean doesn't know wrote threatening comments and hate speech on his wall. If Sean called Lyla in episode 1, she will write comments defending the brothers. If Sean called Lyla in Episode 1, there will be plenty of updates about Sean and Daniel posted on her wall.
If Sean hasn't called Lyla, there will be many comments posted on her wall wishing Lyla good luck. Sean will be extremely worried about her. Police may mention finding them because of a report that their social media account was accessed at the residence. Don't use Stephen's laptop Episode 2 Sean
won't be able to check the news, Brody's blog, or log in to your social media account. Calling Lyla Use the phone episode 2 If Sean called Lyla in episode 1, she will answer the phone, upset with him for hanging up on her, revealing that the police confronted her about the call and that she had to lie to
them. She even confesses to taking sleeping pills to cope with stress. If Sean hasn't called her, her mother will answer the phone and explain that she's in a clinic in Bellevue for at least next month due to severe depression. When the sheriff gets to the door, he's going to claim that a call was made to her
from the house. Episode 5 Lyla's Facebook page will show that she is passionate about civil rights. Lyla will meet Sean when he is released from prison at the end of redemption. Don't use the episode 2 phone if Sean didn't call Lyla in episode 1, he won't know she's in a clinic. When the sheriff arrives at
the door, he will allege that someone hacked into Sean's social media account of the Reynolds' home or that Daniel and Sean were seen at the Christmas market. Episode 5 If Sean didn't call Lyla in episode 1, her Facebook page will support her about mental health. If Sean didn't call Lyla in episode 1,
she won't show up at the end of Redemption. Chris's Trust Gain Chris's trust and ask about Charles To get this result, get all the heroes and villains right and then Chris if he is having problems with his father when he is mentioned. The insectoids and the car are villains, and the other four four are the
heroes. Episode 2 Chris will tell Sean about how his father can get angry when he drinks. Sean will have the opportunity to confront Charles about his behavior by saying, Having problems? and then Chris told me in Charles' truck. Earn Chris' trust and don't ask about Charles to get this result, get all the
heroes and villains right, but don't ask for details about Chris's father. Episode 2 Sean won't be able to talk to Charles about his drinking problem. Don't earn the trust chris episode 2 Sean won't be able to talk to Charles about his drinking problem. Confronting Daniel Tell Daniel to stop lying to Chris
Episode 2 Daniel tells Chris the truth or ignores Sean and keeps lying to him. If Daniel tells Chris the truth, he will help the brothers escape undetected and not get hurt. He'll give Daniel the cape, too. If Daniel keeps lying and Chris gets hit by the police, Daniel will blame himself. Protect Daniel's secret
episode, Chris tries to use his powers to stop a police car from chasing Sean and Daniel. Daniel will blame Sean if Chris gets hit by the police car. Cassidy's Song Listen to the full song Episode 2 Cassidy will ask Sean if he has a thing for her. Don't listen to the full song Episode 2 Cassidy won't comment
on Sean listening to his music. Drawing for Chris Draw an Episode 2 spaceship will be added to Sean's diary. Sean can tell Charles that Chris gave some tips when he was drawing. Draw Zombies Episode 2 Will be added to Sean's diary. Sean can tell Charles that Chris gave some tips when he was
drawing. Do not draw Episode 2 Sean does not complete the optional sketch on the market. Sean can't tell Charles that Chris gave some tips when he was drawing. Christmas Gift Buy a gift Episode 2 Sean will have to spend money on this one. He'll give Daniel a handmade item. If Sean steals the stolen
yo-yo, he can make it up to him by replacing him with one of the handmade items. Episode 5 The gift Sean bought will appear at the end of the Blood Brothers. Stealing an Episode 2 Sean gift won't have to spend money. Daniel will find yo-yo amazing. Episode 5 The yo-yo will appear at the end of the
Blood Brothers. Find several gifts Episode 2 Sean will have to spend money on this one. Daniel's going to love your presents. Episode 5 All purchased and stolen gifts will appear at the end of the Blood Brothers. Christmas Wreath Buy a wreath Episode 2 Sean will have to spend money on a wreath
($10). When Daniel tells Claire about the crown, she gets even angber because they disobeyed another rule. Don't buy Episode 2 Sean won't have to spend money. Daniel's not going to tell Claire they went to the Christmas market. Charles's Troubles Talking to Charles About His Problems Episode 2
Charles Considers Chris be taken care of by his grandparents. Don't talk to Charles about his problems Episode 2 Charles will say he thinks Chris would be better off with a good family because he's failing in on a father without going into details. Help Stephen Let Daniel use his power Episode 2 Stephen
is not hurt. It helps daniel be encouraged to use his powers. Episode 4 Stephen doesn't need surgery. Don't let Daniel use his Power Episode 2 Stephen's leg will be injured. It helps to suppress Daniel's powers. Episode 4 Stephen underwent surgery. Chris and the cop The cop hit Chris episode 2 The
brothers will flee, and Chris' fate is unknown. Daniel will be very upset to enjoy your Christmas present. Depending on whether Sean told Daniel the truth, Daniel can blame himself or Sean for the accident. Episode 4 Chris will mention having spent the winter with a cast on his leg in his letter to Sean and
Daniel. The cop didn't hit Chris Episode 2 Daniel will regret that he thinks Chris hates him for lying. Chris helped the brothers escape episode 2 Chris will give Daniel his cape because he is the real superhero, then show the brothers a secret passage through the Forest of Trolls to escape the police.
Episode 3 The cape will hang inside Sean and Daniel's tent. Episode 5 The cover will be inside the vault in Blood Brothers. Daniel Daniel Swearing continued to curse Episode 2 Claire will scold Daniel for cursing and replying to Sean that he should teach Daniel better. Episode 3 Daniel will swear during
the episode, notably saying fuck Puerto Lobos after he and Sean are fired. Daniel didn't continue to swear that he would stop cursing when he's packing in the cabin. Episode 2 Daniel doesn't swear while talking to Claire. Both Sean and Daniel will be less vulgar throughout the episode. For example, they
will say: The sky is not real. Vs. Heaven is. Episode 3 Daniel remains less vulgar. Dice Game Daniel won without cheating To easily get this result, call Daniel out for cheating after he moves the pieces of Sean, then lose the game. Episode 2 Depending on their relationship, Daniel will draw a mushroom
drawing or a poo in Sean's bag. Daniel won while cheating episode 2 Depending on their relationship, Daniel will draw a mushroom drawing or a poop in Sean's purse. Sean will write in his journal that Daniel is a cheater. Daniel lost This result is extremely difficult to achieve, especially if you continue to
let Daniel cheat, but it is possible if you are fast enough to move the dice before Daniel uses his power. You will have more facility to get this result if you call Daniel immediately. Sean can draw a wolf or a penis in Daniel's backpack. The Cougar Daniel killed the cougar Episode 2 Daniel will be horrified by
his actions. The brothers will be able to bury Mushroom. Episode 3 contributes significantly to Daniel attacking Cassidy if Sean refuses to agree to the assault inside Merrill's house. Daniel didn't kill the couster. 2 Daniel will regret not being able to bury Mushroom. Burying Mushroom Daniel was able to



bury Mushroom Episode 2 Daniel leads leads in the fact that they were able to bury the real mushroom. Daniel was not able to bury Mushroom Episode 2 Daniel is more upset that they can't bury the real mushroom. Praying Daniel prayed episode 2 Daniel can talk about Mushroom being in heaven with
Claire's deceased dog in a background conversation. Daniel will mention that he prays for Mushroom. Episode 3 After Jacob explains how he lost faith, Daniel will empathize with him. Episode 4 When Lisbeth asks Sean if he has faith in God: If Sean answers that he has faith, Lisbeth will say that Daniel
told him this. If Sean replies that he has no faith, Lisbeth will say then Daniel was wrong?. If Sean tells Daniel to have faith in himself, Daniel will remind Sean that he said heaven and God existed. Daniel did not pray for episode 2 Daniel will comment that the prayer thing was strange. Daniel can ask
Claire about his deceased dog and have a conversation about how he can still be with them if he is dead. He'll say he'll never forget the Mushroom. Episode 3 After Jacob explains how he lost faith, Daniel will say that he doesn't believe in this sort of thing. Episode 5 When Lisbeth asks Sean if he has
faith in God: If Sean answers that he has faith, Lisbeth will accuse Sean of lying. If Sean replies that he has no faith, Lisbeth will say that Daniel told him. If Sean tells Daniel to have faith in himself, Daniel will ask how Sean knows this religion is when Sean doesn't believe in anything. Helping with the
Tasks Daniel has arranged the Room Episode 2 Daniel will clean up using his powers, and Sean can ask him to stop or allow him to continue. This will contribute to their powers being repressed or encouraged, respectively. Claire's going to leave a thank you note for tidying up the room. Daniel didn't want
to fix episode 2 Claire will leave a note saying she'd fix the room if Sean doesn't or a thank you note if he did. Daniel was not asked to help to get this result, you must call Daniel three times while he is hiding holding Q and pressing the left mouse button. Episode 2 Claire will leave a note saying she's
arranged the room if Sean doesn't or a thank you note if he did. Telling the truth to Chris Daniel told Chris the truth Episode 2 Sean and Daniel to meet Chris in his backyard while fu running the police, he gives Daniel his Captain Spirit cape and directs them to a path where the cops won't find them. This
completely cuts the possibility of Chris being injured during the end of the episode. Daniel did not tell Chris Episode 2 Chris will still think he has powers and runs to the road to use them to stop a police car chasing Sean and Daniel and will be hit by the car if Daniel was not encouraged to use his powers
or saved by him if he was encouraged to use them. Daniel's going to blame himself if Chris got hit by the car. wasn't told to tell chris episode 2 Chris will still think he has powers and runs onto the road to use them to stop a police car chasing Sean and Daniel and will be hit by the car if Daniel wasn't to
use his powers or saved by him if he was encouraged to use them. Daniel will blame Sean if Chris was hit by the car. Daniel's Power Daniel was encouraged to use his Power Episode 2 Daniel saves Chris from being hit by a police car if he didn't tell him the truth before. Episode 4 Contributes to Daniel
trying to kill Lisbeth. Daniel was repressed for using his Power Episode 2 Chris is hit by a police car if Daniel hasn't told him the truth before. Episode 4 Contributes to Daniel not trying to kill Lisbeth. Saving Chris Daniel saved Chris Episode 2 Prerequisites: Overall, Daniel should be encouraged to use his
power. This means doing at least 5 of the following 8 things. Tell Daniel Good Work when he uses his power to fill the canteen with water. Don't call Daniel for cheating in the dice game. Don't interfere when Daniel tries to kill the coucloth. Don't say anything when Daniel makes the dishes float for
breakfast behind Claire's back. Admit daniel when he saves Chris in the tree house. Nick prank at the Christmas market. Use Daniel's power to open Karen's door. Use Daniel's power to save Stephen. Daniel should not be asked to tell Chris the truth or choose to disobey when told to tell Chris the truth.
Daniel's going to throw the police car out of Chris' way. It's unclear if the officer is injured. Chris will initially believe that he did it, but will turn around and see Daniel's hand extended, making him realize that Daniel was the one who actually did it. Daniel will regret that Chris should hate him now because he
was discovered in his lie. Sean comforts him by assuring him that Chris is a smart kid and won't get mad, and that Daniel is still in the Spiritual Squad. Daniel did not save Chris Episode 2 Prerequisites: Overall, Daniel should be repressed from using his power. Daniel should not be asked to tell Chris the
truth, or choose to disobey when told to tell Chris the truth. Chris is going to jump in the way of the police car. The car swerves to the side to avoid it, but fails, hitting it on the side. Daniel and Sean are forced to flee while the officer gets out of the car to deal with Chris. If Daniel wasn't asked to tell Chris the
truth, then he blames Sean for the accident. If Daniel was asked to tell Chris the truth but disobeyed, then he blames himself for the accident. Anyway, he is inconsolable and very upset to enjoy his Christmas presents. Episode 4 Chris reveals through a letter that he broke his leg and stayed in all winter.
Daniel didn't have to save Chris Episode 2 Prerequisites: Daniel must choose to obey Sean when told to tell Chris the truth. Because Chris knows he has no power, he doesn't get in the way of the police car; instead, he is sitting on the swings in the backyard when Sean and Daniel cut. Chris guides them
through a shortcut backtão that avoids the police altogether. Without the impact of any danger to Chris, Daniel's only regret is having to run away constantly. Constantly. Accident Daniel blamed himself episode 2 Daniel will blame himself for not telling Chris the truth. Daniel won't enjoy his Christmas
presents. Daniel blamed Sean Episode 2 Daniel will blame Sean for telling him not to use his powers/tell Chris the truth. Daniel won't enjoy his Christmas presents. Episode 3 Contributes significantly to Daniel disobeying Sean if told not to do anything at the end of the episode. Chris is not injured episode
2 If Daniel told Chris the truth, Chris will help the brothers escape and give Daniel their cover. If Daniel used his powers to stop the police car, Chris will look disappointed and Daniel will feel bad about lying to him. Daniel will enjoy his Christmas presents. An early Christmas Daniel took advantage of his
Episode 2 gifts Daniel will make a comment dependent on what Sean gave him. Daniel will give Sean a drawing he made right after. Daniel was very upset episode 2 Daniel will only thank Sean for getting him something. Daniel's drawing will appear in Sean's inventory without an explanation. Sean
Events Education Events - Episode Two If Sean stole in Episode 1, he will have up to $10 more at the beginning of Episode 2 (depending on how much he spent on the first episode). At the Christmas market, if Sean tells the gift seller the truth, he'll get a $1 discount. If Sean and Daniel play with Nick after
his date with Cassidy and Finn, Sean won't be able to talk to him because Nick leaves the market. Episode Three – Wastelands Sean Coffee Sean made coffee after drinking the last Episode 3 sean cup will say he's doing his specialty, Café Diaz. Penny's going to comment that he likes the coffee.
Penny's not going to mention the coffee at the party. Sean didn't make coffee episode 3 If Sean leaves the area, Penny will call behind him and comment that he forgot to make more coffee. At the party, Penny will joke that Sean is a lightweight and kept all the coffee to himself. Knife Throw You hit the
Target Episode 3 Finn will try to give Sean some advice on how to aim better. You missed the Target Episode 3 The blade will jump out of the tree and Finn will comment that you whiffed it. Finn tells Daniel to explain how it's done. Daniel makes fun of Sean. If you lose a second time, Finn will try to give
Sean some advice on how to aim better. Daniel's third attempt will intentionally make Sean lose no matter what. Finn will comment that Sean is not a ninja. You hit a target in episode 3 Finn will be impressed by Sean's abilities, asking if the brothers escaped from a circus. Karen, you tried to understand
episode 3 Sean apologizes and tells Daniel that it's dangerous for them to look for her. You refused to talk about finding your episode 3 Sean tells Daniel that they can't trust her. The Watch You asked Daniel why he doesn't wear the Episode 3 watch Daniel will say that Finn gave him a nice bandana for
around his wrist. You didn't mention this episode 3 Sean and Daniel won't talk about the clock. Big Joe and and You intervened in Episode 3 Big Joe, Cassidy, and Daniel will scold Sean for intervening. Merrill's going to complain that they're late. You didn't call Big Joe out Episode 3 the group goes into
the tent. Weed Trimming You trimmed a lot of marijuana buttons Episode 3 Merrill will praise Sean for trimming a lot of buttons. His cut was average episode 3 Merrill will tell Sean that his cut was average. You haven't efficiently watered Down Episode 3 Merrill will tell Sean that he should be pulling more
for his weight. Dishes You helped Daniel clean the dishes Episode 3 Sean helps Daniel with the dishes and Daniel in return offers to help with the water tanks. You didn't help Episode 3 Daniel won't help you with the water tanks. Water tanks You asked Daniel for help and he accepted episode 3 Daniel
will make Sean help you with the dishes. The brothers have a conversation about how dangerous Big Joe and Merrill are while Daniel helps Sean raise the tanks. You asked and he turned down episode 3 Daniel will say he has a lot of work to do. Sean has to lift the tanks himself. You didn't ask him to
help Episode 3 Sean has to lift the tanks by himself. Intoxication You were sober at the campfire Episode 3 Sean's vision will remain clear around the campfire. Sean will have the option to talk about mushroom or hank stamper's death to others. If he decides to draw, his drawing will look sharp and
precise. You've been wasted episode 3 The edges of Sean's vision will be blurry around the campfire. Sean can't talk about his past to others, a separate scene where Daniel talks about his problems happens instead. (Note: Sean may be intoxicated after this interaction is unlocked by smoking or
drinking quickly before he starts talking.) If he decides to draw, his drawing will look rough and messy. End of Night You went to sleep with Daniel Episode 3 Sean will have the same hairstyle for the rest of the episode. Sean will have a conversation with Daniel to calm their relationship. If Sean talked to
Daniel about not wearing his watch anymore at the beginning of the episode, Daniel will say that he still likes it, but it's getting too small for him now. Daniel will ask to hear a story about the wolf brothers. You stayed up late and cut your hair Episode 3 Sean will have a different hairstyle for the rest of the
episode. Sean can reveal his sexual preferences to others. Big Joe and Daniel You presented episode 3 Sean will have a black eye on the left side for the rest of the episode. It helps Daniel obey if told not to do anything at the end of the episode. Finn came forward Episode 3 Finn will have a concussion
for the rest of the episode. It helps daniel disobey if told not to do anything at the end of the episode. The Heist You were in for the heist Episode 3 This will open the option for Finn to become Sean's romantic interest. That's going to lock him out of Cassidy. sean romantic interest in the long run; although
you can share a kiss on the lake, she will Crazy when Finn greets you at camp as your partner in crime, preventing you from entering her tent. Sean's going to steal a truck with Finn and Daniel and break into Merrill's house with them. Cassidy won't be hurt. If the robbery goes well, Sean can choose
whether or not to take the gun from Merrill's safe. You were out episode 3 that will lock you out of Finn becoming Sean's romantic interest. This will allow you to keep Cassidy as a romantic interest as Finn will not approach Sean when they return to camp. Cassidy will help Sean steal a truck from Big Joe
and follow Finn and Daniel to Merrill's house with him. If Sean and Daniel's relationship is poor enough, Daniel will lift Cassidy with his power and suffocate her before the confrontation with Merrill. Cassidy will be injured in the final showdown with Merrill for Daniel's power. You eventually convince
Episode 3 this will lock you out of Finn becoming Sean's romantic interest. This will allow you to keep Cassidy as a romantic interest as Finn will not approach Sean when they return to camp. Cassidy will help Sean steal a truck from Big Joe and follow Finn and Daniel to Merrill's house with him. Cassidy
will leave in anger when Sean agrees to join the heist, which has different results depending on Big Joe's status. If Big Joe was not alerted or his other vehicle was sabotaged, Cassidy will not be injured in the final showdown with Merrill. If Big Joe was alerted and had a work vehicle, he will bring Cassidy
back to Merrill's house, where she will be injured in the final confrontation with Merrill. Kissing Finn You and Finn remained friends Episode 3 If Sean is out for the heist or eventually convinced of the assault, he won't be able to kiss Finn. If Sean goes to the robbery and doesn't kiss Finn, Finn will tell him
it's okay. Sean won't be able to get into Cassidy's tent even if he kisses her, as Finn and Daniel will approach Sean at camp and Cassidy will be angry. You and Finn kissed episode 3 Sean can tell Cassidy about the kiss if he has a low level of intimacy with Cassidy and chooses to go swimming. Sean
won't be able to get into Cassidy's tent even if Sean kisses Cassidy in the water. That's because Finn and Daniel will approach Sean at camp and Cassidy will be angry. Sean might think about actually going ahead with kissing Finn during the heist. Episode 4 Finn will talk to Sean in a romantic way if I live
in the hospital. Sean will refer to his relationship with Finn with Jacob by speaking at Lisbeth's office. Episode 5 When Daniel mentions seeing Arthur and Stanley kissing Sean has the option of telling him that he kissed Finn. If Finn is alive and has not been down with Sean, then he will join him at the end
of the Farewell Path. Tattoos You didn't get an Episode 3 Cassidy tattoo will ensure sean is all right. The exact dialog will vary depending on the level of of Sean with her and Finn. You chose a wolf tattoo. Wolf. 3 Cassidy tattoos a wolf on Sean's arm. Episode 4 In the hospital, Sean will look at his tattoo
after reading Cassidy's correspondence. Cassidy chose his Episode 3 cassidy tattoo tattoos several cannabis plants on Sean's arm. Episode 4 In the hospital, Sean will look at his tattoo after reading Cassidy's correspondence. Midnight Swim You didn't follow Cassidy for a midnight swim Episode 3 If
Sean disagreed with the robbery, Cassidy will get dressed and say You should have come to the lake! It was an explosion. She will then take Sean back to her tent where they will be interrupted by Hannah. You went swimming at midnight Episode 3 Cassidy will swim naked in the lake and invite Sean to
come in. Sean will have a chance to cower by saying the water is too cold or it will enter. The exact dialogue on the lake will vary depending on Sean's level of intimacy with Cassidy. If Sean has a high level of intimacy with Cassidy, she will tell him that she likes him and Sean will have a chance to ignore
his advances or say that he likes her as well. If he says he likes her too, he has a chance to kiss her on the lake and then will be invited inside his tent. As soon as they leave the tent, Hannah will ask if they've seen Finn. If Sean has a low level of intimacy with Cassidy or ignores his advances, Cassidy
will tell Sean that she has to go through his tent and Hannah will interrupt them. Cassidy's Anger Cassidy got angry at you caused by agreeing to the heist when given a choice in Paradise Lost and joining Cassidy for a midnight swim. Episode 3 If Sean reveals that he agreed to the robbery while at the
lake, Cassidy will go out and take out his flashlight. That makes it impossible to kiss Cassidy. If Sean lies about agreeing to the robbery, Finn and Daniel will approach Sean after he and Cassidy leave the lake. The three reveal the plan, angering Cassidy and causing her to walk away. Cassidy wasn't mad
at you for not agreeing to the robbery in Paradise Lost or agreeing to the robbery and not joining Cassidy for a midnight swim. Episode 3 If Sean goes swimming at midnight, he can kiss Cassidy without lying to her. Sean has the option of entering Cassidy's tent if he kisses her. Kissing Cassidy You kissed
Cassidy Episode 3 If he didn't agree to the robbery, Sean has the option of entering Cassidy's tent. You didn't kiss Cassidy Episode 3 Sean can't get into Cassidy's tent, even though he didn't agree to the robbery. If Sean says he likes Finn too, he can't kiss Cassidy and walk into his tent. Cassidy's Tent
You entered Cassidy's tent Episode 3 Sean loses his virginity to Cassidy. You didn't get into Cassidy's tent episode 3 Sean doesn't lose his virginity to Cassidy. Running away from Big Joe you stole a vehicle without alerting Big Joe caused by breaking into the truck through the rear window. Big Joe won't
alert Merrill to the heist (if Sean is with Finn and Daniel). Big Joe doesn't participate in the final confrontation. You woke up Big Joe and he came after you Episode 3 Big Joe will join the confrontation in Merrill's living room and and Finn in the leg. Big Joe's going to get hurt at the end of the showdown.
Episode 4 Agent Flores will have the photo of Big Joe in his case files. You sabotaged Big Joe's vehicles episode 3 If you agree to the heist, don't get caught in the CCTVs, and successfully raise the bar behind the living room door, Merrill will take out a radio by picking up the group and telling Big Joe that
he was right. Big Joe will not participate in the final showdown. Instilling Merrill's You entered without being noticed episode 3 Daniel will break the safe, which Finn takes several piles of money. Sean will have the option of stealing a gun from the safe. You warned him while sneaking in episode 3 Merrill
will find you when you enter the living room and he will threaten you with a shotgun. You came after Finn and Daniel invaded episode 3 Merrill will already be alert to your intrusion and confront the group in your living room. Final Showdown You shot Merrill and Finn was killed Prerequisites: Go to the
robbery with Daniel and Finn, steal a vehicle undetected, enter Merrill's residence quietly without being seen by the cameras, open the safe, grab the gun and use the gun on Merrill. Episode 3 Sean shoots Merrill in the shoulder, who shoots Finn in the chest. Daniel comes out with his power, specifically
targeting Sean. Episode 4 Finn will not be at Sacred Hope hospital at the beginning of the episode. Cassidy's letter will take a sad tone in light of Finn's death. Agent Flores will show Sean a photo of Finn's body inside Merrill's house. Episode 5 If Sean tells Daniel that he kissed Finn, Sean will add that he
would not lie after what happened. You told Daniel to use his power and Finn was not killed Episode 3 Merrill shoots Daniel in the shoulder, causing Daniel to lose control of his power and injure the other 3-5 people in the room. Episode 4 Finn will be at Sacred Hope hospital at the beginning of the
episode. You didn't do anything and Finn wasn't killed because of having a bad relationship with Daniel. This is caused by: Daniel blaming Sean for Chris being hit by a car. Daniel being encouraged to use his powers in episode 2. Episode 3 Daniel disobeys Sean, uses his power, and is shot in the
shoulder by Merrill. This causes him to lose control of his power and injure the other 3-5 people in the room. Episode 4 Finn will be at Sacred Hope hospital at the beginning of the episode. You did nothing and Finn was killed episode 3 Daniel will attack with his power in Sean, or Cassidy if she was
present during the final confrontation. Episode 4 Finn will not be at Sacred Hope hospital at the beginning of the episode. Cassidy's letter will take a sad tone in light of Finn's death. Agent Flores will show Sean a photo of Finn's body inside Merrill's house. Episode 5 If Sean tells Daniel that he kissed Finn,
Sean will add that he would not lie after what happened. Cassidy's Fate in Merrill's destroyed living room during the final sequence. Episode 4 Cassidy's injuries will be visible in his mug photo. Agent Flores will ask Sean about Cassidy's involvement in the robbery. Cassidy was not injured Episode 3
Cassidy will not be seen in the final sequel. Episode 4 Cassidy will not be injured in his mug photo. Agent Flores won't ask Sean about Cassidy. Daniel hoping Daniel waited for you in the morning episode 3 Daniel and Sean will have an additional conversation on the way to Big Joe's truck. Daniel did not
wait for you episode 3 Daniel will run ahead of Sean to the truck. If Daniel doesn't wait for Sean, Sean can call him, then he'll wait. The game still records that he did not wait. If Sean runs after Daniel, he can catch up with him and still have the conversation they have if Daniel waits. The game still records
that he did not wait. Dishes Daniel made the dishes alone Episode 3 To get this result, Sean should not offer daniel help nor ask Daniel to help him. Daniel will wash the dishes himself and Sean will lift the water tanks himself. Daniel refused his Help Episode 2 This option is triggered by Daniel blaming
Sean for what happened to Chris. Episode 3 Daniel will say No, I'm fine thank you if they told you not to swear. Sean's going to lift the water tanks by himself. Daniel had help episode 3 To get this result, Sean and Daniel must be on relatively good terms. Sean will help Daniel wash the dishes and Daniel
will help him lift the water tanks in return. Daniel's water tanks helped Sean load the Episode 3 daniel water tanks and will use his powers to hold the water tanks, allowing Sean to load both on a single trip. Daniel refused to help Episode 3 Sean will have to lift the water tanks alone. He can only carry one
at a time. Daniel was not invited to help episode 3 Sean will have to lift the water tanks alone. He can only carry one at a time. Daniel's Anger Daniel talked to Sean about his anger Episode 3 Daniel tells Sean about the resentment building up within him. Sean can apologize if Daniel shared a bad
memory. Daniel tells Sean that he still likes the watch, but it's too small for him now. Daniel went to sleep alone episode 3 Daniel does not tell Sean about the resentment building up within him. Sean can't apologize if Daniel shared a bad memory. Daniel won't tell Sean he still likes the watch. Daniel's
Power Daniel used his power, got hurt and attacked Episode 3 To get this result, Sean must tell Daniel to use his power. Daniel uses his power to throw Merrill (and Big Joe) back, but Merrill still shoots him in the shoulder. In a rage, Daniel throws Sean and Finn (and sometimes Cassidy) away from him
and destroys the room. Episode 4 Jacob will mention Daniel's injury. Daniel disobeyed, used his and got hurt in Episode 3 To get this result, Sean must tell Daniel not to use his power and they must have a relatively bad relationship. Daniel uses his power to play play (and Big Joe) back, but Merrill still
shoots him in the shoulder. In a rage, Daniel throws Sean and Finn (and sometimes Cassidy) away from him and destroys the room. Episode 4 Jacob will mention Daniel's injury. Daniel stood still but attacked after Finn died episode 3 To get this result, Sean must tell Daniel not to use his power and they
must have a relatively positive relationship. Daniel obeys Sean and watches as Merrill kills Finn. In a fit of rage, Daniel throws Merrill (and Big Joe) back. Daniel will blame Sean or Cassidy for Finn's death and destroy the room. Episode 4 Jacob will mention that Daniel was in shock. Finn was shot dead
and Daniel attacked Sean Episode 3 To get this result, Sean must join the heist, successfully open Merrill's safe, and get the gun. Sean has two opportunities to use the weapon during the confrontation with Merrill, but both result in the same result. Sean takes the gun and shoots Merrill. From the ground,
Merrill guns Finn and kills him. In a fit of rage, Daniel throws Merrill back. Daniel blames Sean for Finn's death and destroys the room. Episode 4 Jacob will mention that Daniel was in shock. Sean Events Education Events – Episode Three At The Stake, if Sean already has a low level of intimacy with Finn
and even states his preference for girls talking about Jenn, Finn and Hannah will have sex. If Sean and Finn have a high level of intimacy, Finn will say he's very tired. Episode Four - Vision of Faith Tests Sean You passed the two Vision Tests Episode 4 Contribute to convince Joey to help Sean escape
You passed one of the tests You failed in both vision tests The Robbery You told Agent Flowers that the theft was Finn's idea Episode 4 Agent Flowers will promptly accept Sean's statement and move on to the next question. You told Agent Flores that the robbery was your idea episode 4 Agent Flores
can't believe it and asks if Finn was your partner in the crime. You told Agent Flores that the robbery was everyone's choice, Agent Flores asks if Finn was your partner in the crime. Fleeing the hospital You escaped from the hospital without hurting anyone Episode 4 Sean climbs through the window to
the building scaffolding, then carefully collecting his things from the staff room without waking the guard in the hallway, and escapes the hospital unnoticed. You convinced Joey to help him escape episode 4 Joey will ask Sean to hit him on his own terms, to give the impression that Sean attacked Joey to
escape. This allows Sean to leave the hospital before the guard returns from the break. You attacked Joey to escape the hospital Episode 4 Sean feels guilty. He will write in his sketchbook he will not forgive himself and he is able to stab a friend back to save himself. You attacked the guard to escape
from the hospital Finn Finn was not in the hospital Episode 4 Sean will Merrill asleep or unconscious in the same hospital room finn is in if he were alive during his escape. Sean will comment comment He must be very ill, but noting that he won't cry for you, idiot. before escaping. Unlike Finn Sean does
not have the option of waking Merrill, the situation is similar to whether Sean chose to escape instead of waking Finn. You haven't spoken to Finn Episode 4 Sean will see Finn sleeping in the hospital room, but leaves without wake him up. Episode 5 Blocks the opportunity for Finn to appear during the end
of Parting Ways. You talked to Finn and blamed him for what happened in Humboldt Episode 4 Sean will see Finn sleeping in the hospital room and wake him up. Sean will tell Finn off and either say he has too easy to apologize, or was being too selfish. Episode 5 Blocks the opportunity for Finn to appear
during the end of Parting Ways. You talked to Finn and forgiven him for what happened episode 4 Sean will see Finn sleeping in the hospital room and wake him up. Sean doesn't blame Finn for the robbery, and Finn says he's going to trust Sean. Episode 5 Finn will appear in a photograph sent to Daniel
at the end of Parting Ways if Sean kissed Finn and did not tell Agent Flores that the robbery was Finn's idea. Daniel's Toy You broke Daniel's toy while redrawing it from Chad Episode 4 Depending on the toys in episode 2, Chad will break the Chibi Power Bear or drawing board. Sean will have a bruise on
his right eye. You didn't try to get the toy back and didn't break episode 4 No toy will be broken. Sean won't get hurt. Singing to Chad You sang the song in Spanish Episode 4 Sean is allowed to leave without further injury, but is left feeling upset and humiliated. You refused to sing and was beaten episode
4 Sean is beaten by Chad until Mike eventually intervened and help Edan escape. Mike tells Sean to drive straight to get to the highway and also begs him to forget what just happened. Later, the bruises will be visible when Sean showers. You have not been asked to sing an Episode 4 song
Prerequisites: Sean will have to answer enough requests to speak Spanish to appease chad. Sean can leave without further injury, but he gets upset and humiliated. Anton's Truck You got into Anton's truck to get to Haven Point Episode 4 Sean will be refreshed and walk at a normal pace upon arriving at
Haven Point. Sean can eat Anton's sandwich. You did not get in the truck and walked to Haven Point Episode 4 Sean will be exhausted, sunburned and hungry on his arrival at Haven Point, wishing he would get in the truck instead of walking. Donation to the Church You gave money to the Church
Episode 4 Sean will put $1 in the donation box. Sean will say he paid for the pin if he chooses to take it. You have not given money to the Church Episode 4 Sean will say that he is a charity case if he chooses to take a pin. Speaking to Karen No matter what the choice, Karen will tell Daniel how grateful
she is that Sean has heard her. Episode 4 When Sean Didn't inside or outside. Karen won't offer to clean the wound. Episode 5 Helps keep distances from Karen. Episode 4 When Sean asks questions, but reacts negatively in most of them. Sean doesn't forgive Karen and sends her away. Karen won't
offer to clean the wound. Episode 5 Helps keep distances from Karen. Overall, you tried to let Karen open up to you Episode 4 when Sean asks questions, but reacts positively in most of them. Karen will offer to clean seed. Episode 5 Helps to get closer to Karen. Smoking with Karen You smoked a
cigarette with Karen Episode 4 Karen will tell Sean that Esteban hated that she smoked. Sean has a moment of calm. Sean will have Karen's cigarette box in her inventory and claim she offered it to him as a peace offering. You stood outside with Karen when she smoked episode 4 Karen will tell Sean
that Esteban hated that she smoked. Sean has a moment of calm. You didn't sit outside with Karen Episode 4 Sean will tell her that her injury hurts before entering. The Moment of Calm is ignored. Karen's offer You accepted Karen's help to clean up her wound Episode 4 Sean will agree to tell her about
the accident later. Karen cleans Sean's wound in silence. You refused Karen's help episode 4 Sean will refuse to tell her about the accident. Karen, crying, watches as Sean cleans his wound. Karen did not offer her help episode 4 Sean will refuse to tell her about the accident. Karen, crying, watches as
Sean cleans his wound. Alerting Nicholas You have Nicholas suspicious ly entering Haven Point Episode 4 Nicholas is aware of the presence of Sean and Jacob and only Karen's distraction can save them. Nicholas did not know of his presence episode 4 There are two ways to hide from Nicholas: Sean
can agree to Karen's distraction plan and immediately hide in the closet. Just before Nicholas opens the closet doors, he hears a cation in the background and goes to investigate. Sean may disagree with Karen's plan and tell her to stay hidden. If Sean found the key to Lisbeth's office instead of breaking
in with the fire extinguisher, he has the opinion of locking the door and closing the drawer before hiding in the closet. Sean and Jacob should not raise the suspicion of any worshippers on their way to Lisbeth's house for this to work. Nicholas will not be suspicious and will simply leave after putting a file in
the file cabinet. Sean will be able to investigate Lisbeth's office and walk to the church alone. Nicholas will appear later. Money Episode 4 Jacob will try to refuse the money on the first offer, but Sean insists that he has to pay his little sister's medical bills. Jacob finally accepts and is very grateful to Sean.
Episode 5 Jacob writes a letter to Sean explaining that he used the money to pay a month's rent in advance for a good room in coastal beach town, and that Sarah Lee is doing better with antibiotics. You didn't give him any money. Money. Jacob Episode 4 Sean will tell Jacob that his sister will receive
better medical care in a hospital. Episode 5 Jacob writes a letter to Sean, explaining that he used his savings to buy antibiotics, and that Sarah Lee is doing much better now. Hiding from Nicholas You were caught by Nicholas Episode 4 Nicholas will bring Sean to church. Karen will be here a few seconds
later. You managed to hide from Nicholas Episode 4 Sean can keep looking for more clues in the office. Nicholas will enter the church shortly after Sean and Karen. The Fate of Lisbeth You shot Lisbeth while Daniel was not hurting her caused by: Daniel having high morality. Episode 4 Lisbeth is shot and
killed by Sean. Karen disapproves of Sean killing Lisbeth. Episode 5 Daniel wonders if they could have changed their minds and asks Sean if he regrets killing her. You let Daniel unleash his power on Lisbeth while he hurt her caused by: Daniel having low morality. Episode 4 Daniel kills Lisbeth with his
powers. Karen is horrified that Daniel murdered Lisbeth. Episode 5 Daniel tells Sean that he is no longer having dreams about it and no longer feels so bad about it, he asks Sean if that's a bad thing. You and Daniel spared Lisbeth's life caused by: Daniel has high morality or low morality, but High
Brotherhood. Episode 4 Daniel makes no attempt to kill Lisbeth or Sean successfully convinces him to spare her. Lisbeth escapes the burning church with Nicholas. Episode 5 Daniel tells Sean that he is worried about Lisbeth still being out there. You shot Lisbeth while Daniel hurt her by: Daniel having
both Low Morality and Low Brotherhood. Episode 4 Sean fails to convince Daniel to spare Lisbeth. Lisbeth is shot and killed by Sean before Daniel is able to kill her. Episode Five - Wolves Sean Final Choice You decided to force the roadblock and Daniel accepted Caused by: Daniel having Low Morality.
Episode 5 Blood Brothers Ending: Daniel violently attacks the police, killing many of them and allowing the brothers to reach Mexico. Sean and Daniel settled in Puerto Lobos and set up a garage, using Daniel's powers to deal with criminals. You decided to force the roadblock and Daniel refused caused
by: Daniel having high morality. Episode 5 Parting Ways Ending: Daniel reluctantly helps Sean cross the border, but jumps out of the car at the last moment, leaving himself to be arrested and Sean in Mexico alone. Daniel is not charged due to his age and is raised in Beaver Creek by his grandparents,
he remains in contact with Sean. Cassidy or Finn can join Sean in Mexico. You decided to surrender to the police and Daniel accepted caused by: Daniel having high morality. Episode 5 Final Redemption: Sean and Daniel surrender and both are arrested. Daniel is not charged due to his age and is raised
in Beaver Creek by Grandparents. Sean has been imprisoned for 15 years and is warmly welcomed by Daniel, Karen and (optionally) Lyla after release. You have decided to surrender to the police and Daniel refused caused by: Daniel having low morality. Episode 5 Lone Wolf Ending: Daniel
successfully uses his powers to force them across the border against Sean's will, leading to Sean being shot and killed. Daniel grows up in Mexico and uses his powers to turn to a life of crime. Daniel's Education In general, you taught Daniel to do his best to follow the rules of society Caused by: Daniel
having High Morality. Daniel ends the game with high morality. Overall, you taught Daniel to put himself and his brother first Caused by: Daniel having low morality. Daniel finishes the game with Low Morality. Treasure Hunt You made the treasure hunt and found the hidden souvenir episode 5 Sean can
keep the treasure as one of your memories. You did the treasure hunt, but you didn't finish the search You refused to do the treasure hunt Relationship with Karen You generally approached Karen Caused by: Letting Karen open up to Sean, staying out of the Sand Snake Motel, accepting your offer to
clean the wound, writing an affectionate note and hugging Karen before leaving Away. Episode 5 Sean will tell Patrick Campbell not to drag Karen into the situation they are in and that she is a good person. You generally kept your distances with Karen Caused by: Sean cutting the conversation short or
being Karen during the conversation, not staying out of the Sand Snake Motel, not leaving a note and not hugging Karen before leaving Away. Episode 5 Sean will tell Patrick Campbell to arrest another innocent man as he wouldn't mind. Note to Karen You wrote an affectionate note to Karen You wrote a
conciliatory note to Karen You wrote a warm note to Karen You didn't leave a note for Karen Arthur and Stanley You said goodbye to Arthur and Stanley Joan You said goodbye to Joan Joan If you helped set up Joan's sculpture , she will give you a wolf figurine. This statuette will appear at the end of
Blood Brothers and Lone Wolf. You didn't say goodbye to Joan Episode 5 Joan won't give a wolf figurine. Hugging Karen, you hugged Karen before leaving Episode 5. You haven't embraced Karen Episode 5 Contributes to keeping distances from Karen. Madison and Diego's argument You intervened to
calm Diego in the cells Episode 5 Officer Campbell does not have to descale the situation and takes Sean to the interrogation room. You stayed out of the discussion Episode 5 Officer Campbell arrives and descales the situation, threatening to get sick if there are more fights. Releasing the Couple You
freed the Mexican couple Episode 5 The couple managed to escape the Station. The police radio mentions your escape. You didn't open the couple's cell Freeing the Vigilantes You asked Daniel to open the vigilante's cell You didn't ask Daniel to release the Revenge vigilantes the Vigilantes You asked
Daniel to get revenge on the Vigilantes Episode 5 If Daniel has high morality then he will refuse. If Daniel has low bass then he will use his powers to knock them both out. You didn't hurt the vigilante Cops Fatalities You asked Daniel to kill the cops to escape the police station episode 5 If Daniel has low
morality he will kill them without remorse. If Daniel has high morality that he initially refuses, Sean has the choice to change his mind or insist that Daniel do it. You did not ask for Daniel to kill the cops to escape the police station Daniel Scorpio Daniel was informed about the scorpion and stopped
messing with him Daniel was told about the scorpion, but continued joking with him Daniel was not informed about the scorpion Joan Daniel sculpture managed to assemble Joan's sculpture as he wanted Daniel managed to assemble the sculpture of Joan with his help Daniel managed to assemble the
sculpture joan concern Daniel was worried about hurting the Officer Campbell Caused by: Daniel have high morality. Episode 5 Daniel is afraid he killed Officer Campbell, waiting until Sean checked his wrist. Daniel was not worried about Officer Campbell caused by: Daniel having low morality. Episode 5
Daniel tells Sean to hurry up and stop checking official Campbell. Freeing the Vigilantes Daniel has agreed to open the vigilantes' cell Caused by: Daniel has high morality. Episode 5 The vigilantes (especially Madison) are perplexed by this gesture and don't know what to do. The man politely thanks Sean
and Daniel and they decide to keep their heads down. Daniel refused to release the vigilantes caused by: Daniel having low morality. Episode 5 Daniel refuses to open the cell because of what they did to him. Daniel was not invited to release the vigilantes Revenge against the Vigilantes Daniel accepted
to take revenge on the vigilantes Caused by: Daniel having Low Morality. Episode 5 Daniel uses his powers to knock out both vigilantes. Daniel refused to take revenge on the vigilantes caused by: Daniel having high morality. Episode 5 Daniel initially starts doing it, but quickly stops and tells sean they are
better than that. Daniel did not have to attack the vigilantes The Fate of Daniel Officers killed the cops while leaving the police station Daniel knocked out the officers Daniel locked the cops in a closet Daniel was forced to intervene because the officers came too close Police Fatalities Daniel was fine to kill
the cops Caused by: Daniel have Low Morality. Daniel was reluctant, but forced to kill the officers caused by: Daniel having high morality. Daniel refused to kill the officers Caused by: Daniel has high morality. Daniel was not asked to kill the officers Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless
otherwise noted. Noted.
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